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Houston Graduate School of Theology   

CS 510 Spiritual Disciplines and Practices (Online) 

Fall 2019 

Dr. Jerry Webber 

Adjunct Professor of Christian Spirituality 
jwebber@hgst.edu 

 

Houston Graduate School of Theology equips women and men to be ministers and  

messengers of God’s mission of reconciliation through academic excellence,  

personal transformation, and leadership development 

 

I. Course Description 

A focused study of the classic spiritual disciplines and historical practices of Christian 

spirituality. To inform the study, leading spiritual masters will be surveyed, along with their 

contributions to Christian spirituality. The practice of spiritual disciplines, including a personal 

silent retreat, will supplement study as part of the course. Three hours. 

 

II. Student Learning Outcomes 

Upon completion of this course, the student will: 

A. Apply and integrate spiritual practices discovered through the reading of the texts, the 

study of the development of the classic spiritual disciplines, and completion of an 

annotated reading log (MACM-1, -2; MDiv-4; MTS-11). 

B. Discuss a growing understanding of the classic spiritual disciplines through written 

assignments and verbal interaction (MACM-2; MDiv-4; MTS-11). 

C. Demonstrate the integration of the practices associated with the classic spiritual 

disciplines through written assignments (MACM-2; MDiv-4; MTS-11). 

D. Describe, examine, and interpret his or her learning regarding the spiritual disciplines and 

their practices by means of an integrative reflection paper (MACM-1; MDiv-4; MTS-11). 

E. Demonstrate the experience of a personal silent retreat through the writing of an 

integrative reflection paper (MACM-1; MDiv-4; MTS-11). 

F. Assess the validity of the practice of the corporate disciplines through involvement in a 

community of faith (MACM-1; MDiv-4; MTS-11). 

 

III.  Texts and Course Schedule 

Calhoun, Adele Ahlberg. Spiritual Disciplines Handbook: Practices that Transform Us. 

Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2005. (ISBN 978-0-8308-3330-6) 

Foster, Richard. Celebration of Discipline. Harpercollins Publishing, 1988. (ISBN 978-

0060628390) 

Foster, Richard, and Emilie Griffin. Spiritual Classics: Selected Readings for Individuals and 

Groups on the Twelve Spiritual Disciplines. HarperOne, 2000. (ISBN 978-0060628727) 

Thompson, Marjorie J. Soul Feast: An Invitation to the Christian Spiritual Life. Westminster 

John Knox Press, 1995. (ISBN 978-0664255480) 
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CS 510 Spiritual Disciplines and Practices 
Course and Reading Schedule  

 

Aug 24 (online presentation): Welcome and Introduction; Overview of Online Tools and 

Semester Assignments; Introduction to the Spiritual Disciplines and Practices; 

Introduction to the Inward Disciplines  

• Read: Foster, Introduction and Chapter 1; Foster and Griffin, Introduction; Thompson, 

Foreword, Introduction, and Chapter 1; Calhoun, pp. 13-26. 

• Complete Online Community Postings on Spiritual Disciplines 

 

Aug 31 (online presentation): Meditation and Contemplation 

• Read: Foster, Chapter 2; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the “Meditation” 

section; Thompson, Chapter 2; Calhoun, Part 5, “Meditation” 

• Complete Online Community Postings on Meditation 

 

Sept 7 (online presentation): Prayer 

• Read: Foster, Chapter 3; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the “Prayer” 

section; Thompson, Chapter 3; Calhoun, Part 7 (all except “Fasting”) 

• Complete Online Community Postings on Prayer 

 

Sept 14 (online presentation): Fasting 

• Read: Foster, Chapter 4; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the “Fasting” 

section; Thompson, Chapter 5; Calhoun, Part 7, “Fasting” 

• Complete Online Community Postings on Fasting 

 

Sept 21 (online presentation): Study 

• Read: Foster, Chapter 5; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the “Study” section; 

Calhoun, Part 5, “Bible Study,” “Devotional Reading,” and “Memorization” 

• Complete Online Community Postings on Study 

 

Sept 28 (online presentation): Review of the Inward Disciplines 

• Complete response paper for the Inward Disciplines 

• Submit paper by due date: Oct 4 

 

Oct 5 (online presentation): Introduction to the Outward Disciplines; Simplicity 

• Read: Foster, Chapter 6; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the “Simplicity” 

section; Calhoun, Part 2, “Simplicity” 

• Complete Online Community Postings on Simplicity 

 

Oct 12 (online presentation): Solitude and Silence 

• Read: Foster, Chapter 7; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the “Solitude” 

section; Calhoun, Part 3, “Silence” and “Solitude” 

• 4-hour Personal Retreat 

• Complete Online Community Postings on Solitude/Silence and Retreat Reflections 
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Oct 19 (online presentation): Submission 

• Read: Foster, Chapter 8; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the “Submission” 

section; Calhoun, Part 3, “Submission” 

• Complete Online Community Postings on Submission 

 

Oct 26 (online presentation): Service and Hospitality 

• Read: Foster, Chapter 9; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the “Service” 

section; Thompson, Chapter 8; Calhoun, Part 4, “Hospitality” and “Service” 

• Complete Online Community Postings on Service and Hospitality 

• Submit Personal Retreat Reflection paper by due date: Oct 26 

 

Nov 2 (online presentation): Review of the Outward Disciplines 

• Complete response paper for the Outward Disciplines 

• Submit paper by due date: Nov 8 

 

Nov 9 (online presentation): Confession and Self-Examination; Worship 

• Read (Confession): Foster, Chapter 10; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the 

“Confession” section; Thompson, Chapter 6; Calhoun, Part 3, “Confession and Self-

Examination” 

• Read (Worship): Foster, Chapter 11; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the 

“Worship” section; Thompson, Chapter 4; Calhoun, Part 1, “Worship” 

• Complete Online Community Postings on Confession and Worship 

 

Nov 16 (online presentation): Guidance and Spiritual Direction; Celebration 

• Read (Guidance): Foster, Chapter 12; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the 

“Guidance” section; Thompson, Chapter 7; Calhoun, Part 3, “Discernment” and 

“Spiritual Direction” 

• Read (Celebration): Foster, Chapter 13; Foster and Griffin, select two readings from the 

“Celebration” section; Calhoun, Part 1, “Celebration” 

• Complete Online Community Postings on Guidance and Celebration 

 

Nov 17-24 – Thanksgiving Break 

 

Nov 30 (online presentation): Review of the Corporate Disciplines 

• Complete response paper for the Corporate Disciplines 

• Submit paper by due date: Dec 6 (No papers will be accepted past Dec 6. Degree 

candidate papers must be submitted by Dec 4.) 
The professor reserves the right to adjust classroom topics as the course develops. 

 

IV. Course Requirements 

A.  Annotated Reading Journal: Students will keep a reading log which details the 

student’s reading of course texts. Each entry will include the date and the pages read 

by the student on that date. This assignment is due no later than Dec 13, 2019, and 

comprises 10% of the final grade. (Degree candidate deadline is Dec 4.) 
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B.  Written Assignments 
(Please submit written assignments both through www.Turnitin.com – use Class ID 

21503776; Enrollment Key CS510FA19 – as well as by email to Dr. Webber at 

jwebber@hgst.edu) 

1. A 5- to 6-page integrative paper (10% of final grade) will be submitted no later 

than Oct 4, summarizing the Inward Disciplines and then reflecting on the 

particular practices the student has integrated to accompany each discipline, 

incorporating learning and insight from readings in Spiritual Classics. Dr. Webber 

will suggest a structure for the integrative paper in the review session on Sept 28. 

 

2. A 5- to 6-page integrative paper (10% of final grade) will be submitted no later 

than Nov 8, summarizing the Outward Disciplines and then reflecting on the 

particular practices the student has integrated to accompany each discipline, 

incorporating learning and insight from readings in Spiritual Classics. Dr. Webber 

will suggest a structure for the integrative paper in the review session on Nov 2. 

 

3. A final 5- to 6-page paper (10% of final grade) will be submitted no later than 

Dec 6, summarizing the Corporate Disciplines and then reflecting on the 

particular practices the student has integrated to accompany each discipline, 

incorporating learning and insight from readings in Spiritual Classics and learning 

from online and in-class community experiences. (Degree candidate deadline is 

Dec 4.) Dr. Webber will suggest a structure for the integrative paper in the review 

session on Nov 30. 

 

C.  Online Posts (5% each week – 55% semester total)  

During each week of this course (except for the weeks that papers are due), students 

will practice the set of spiritual disciplines assigned for that week (see the schedule 

above) and then participate in an online discussion board to relate experiences and 

respond to the posts of classmates. Dr. Webber will create the online forum. Students 

will submit initial posts in response to each section of the assignment for the week 

and then reply to the initial posts of three classmates. Details about the discussion 

board will be provided after course registration and also in the Aug 24 introduction. 

 

D. Required Activities 

1.  Students will be expected to participate in online presentations offered by Dr. 

Webber (the online tool for class meetings will be shared with students after 

course registration). The online gatherings (lecture and discussion) will take place 

Saturday mornings from 9:00 – 10:30 a.m. according to the schedule listed above. 

Also, the presentations will be recorded for later viewing.  

2.  Each student will plan for a 4-hour minimum (waking hours) silent retreat at a 

retreat center, park, or other setting in the created world, then write a 1-page 

reflection paper (first-person pronouns are acceptable) about their experience on 

retreat. Students will submit the reflection paper by Oct 26 to Dr. Webber by 

email at jwebber@hgst.edu  (5% of final grade).  

 

 

mailto:jwebber@hgst.edu
mailto:jwebber@hgst.edu
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F.  Student Workload Expectations 
Online class time – 21 hours 

Reading – (Foster, 209; Thompson, 154; Foster/Griffin, ~120 = 483@15 p/hr) – 32 

Resource – Calhoun, ~200@30 p/hr = 7 

Essays (18 pages @ 1 hr/page) – 18 

Spiritual Practices – 12 weeks @ 2 hours per week = 24 

Individual Retreat – 4 

Online Posts - 33 

TOTAL = 139 hours 

 

V.  Course Grading Scale - Grading criteria include, following the assignment (30%),  

compiling a paper or project with graduate-level content (50%), using proper grammar and 

writing techniques and adhering to correct formatting (20%). An “A” represents excellent 

work in all categories; “B” is good; “C” is fair; and “D” is poor. Plusses and minuses will 

be assigned as appropriate. 

A 100-95   B   89-85  C 79-75 

A-   94-92   B-   84-82  C- 74-72 

B+   91-90   C+   81-80  D 71-70 

 

VI.  Policies 

A.  Attendance and Deadlines 

Students are expected to participate in the online presentations and participate in class 

discussion boards. Due to the nature of the online course, students are required to 

exhibit excellence in effort, adherence to deadlines, and reliability. Missing deadlines 

or online presentations could result in failure of the course, due to the nature of the 

online format. Penalties will be assessed for assignments that do not meet the deadlines. 
 

B.  Late Submissions 

Work is expected on the due date. Late papers will receive a one-letter grade reduction. 

 

C. Turnitin.com 

1.  All written assignments are subject to required submission to www.turnitin.com to 

check for originality and style. The assignments that are required for submission 

will be described in the syllabus.  

2. Students will create an account at www.turnitin.com. After doing so, the student 

will join the course page with the code and password supplied by the instructor. A 

list of assignments and due dates will be available on the course page.  

3. Students will submit assignments by the due date and time and will be required to 

submit the assignments in a hard copy format as well. 

 

D.  Please review the Academic Catalog for requirements regarding Incompletes and 

Plagiarism issues. For more information on Library Services, please download the 

Library Handbook from the HGST website. 

 

VII.  Notes for Writing Assignments  

Students should consult the HGST Writer’s Manual, available from the Business Office 

for all writing matters. When an item is not addressed in the Writer’s Manual, all writing 
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assignments should conform to Kate Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, 

Theses, and Dissertations, 9th Edition. This includes matters of style and format.  

 

The instructor requires the use of footnotes for documentation. The student should 

number pages. According to Turabian, page numbers should be in the upper right hand 

corner, except on pages with major headings. Margins should be one inch on all four 

sides, except where major headings require a two-inch top margin.  

 

The student must utilize 12-point Times New Roman font throughout.  

 

Critical, or formal, writing differs from colloquial writing or spoken English at several 

points. The student should note the following guidelines for critical writing. The 

instructor expects students to follow these guidelines strictly. Failure to do so will be 

penalized.  

▪ Avoid 1st or 2nd person references (“I,” “we,” or “you”). Keep the written projects 

objective and professional. The student must remember that imperative forms are 

second person.  

▪ Never use contractions. 

▪ Avoid passive voice construction (i.e. The student should write “God chose 

Joshua” rather than “Joshua was chosen by God.”). Some exceptions are necessary, 

but limiting the use of passive voice is a good policy. 

▪ Be sure that number and tense always agree (i.e., Do not write in one place that 

“Brueggemann argues . . .” and at another place “Brueggemann argued . . .”). 

Subject-verb agreement is imperative.  

▪ Spellcheck! Spellcheck! Spellcheck! Dr. Webber does not tolerate misspelled 

words. Failure to spellcheck will result in a substantive reduction on the grade for 

written assignments.  

▪ Grammar check works as well! 

▪ All pronouns should have clear antecedents. Avoiding “it is” and “there is” in the 

paper removes much of the ambiguity of pronoun usage.  

▪ Sentence fragments are unacceptable. Every sentence must have a subject and a 

verb. 

▪ Please note that the way persons talk in normal, daily conversation does not 

translate well into clean writing.   

▪ Good writing generally consists of simplicity, that is, writing that is succinct and 

gets to the writer’s point. Flowery speech, usually in the form of excessive 

adjectives and adverbs, may sound eloquent in auditory settings; however, rarely 

does such speech communicate clearly in written form. Keep it simple! Good 

writers communicate plainly what they intend to say. 
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